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ƾȱ·ʗ׶·Ş׶˹(William Torrey Harris)̓“؊׺̋_”(The Gilded Age)Ӂ
Ŵ̀×Фţ《Ǟ
 ˫交Ǟś˥ΘǞ	 Ş׶˹̓ӁŴٳ͘ǯ05ţ《Ф_ԨT
Ϸ6,ԮՆ/ٳ͘ǯ05ţ《ŹӁŴФȓמӇ(Preacher)	 Ş׶˹Фţ《
ɦɻ̈́ʉA]˫交ЌՒФƋс,<͵̓]Фٳ͘ǯȸФǧ˫交ФϦϭ,ˡʹе
]ֽ̼֔ׄמ֠Ф΀ͷ	 /ӁŴ؊׺̋_҉ò©Δ"Ο׷ǗؠФ˫交
ҁЌӇ,]ǫ΃ВФ҉òʡΟŹ±´˫交ȳՓ6,,/І_ӁŴȳѯA˫交ԣ
˥Ф׷Զ͒Í	  
̱˲ΙеǧŞ׶˹Ǘ֡ΧøФՂͅś˫交ɦɻФؗ׵ǽȴ,̈Ź΂֭øɣ

 Ǚ伊źǽ丛Ş׶˹˫交ɦɻФ¯պ	  
 义EçŬѱ׀Гġ⑦ÚͅΛ,ǫŞ׶˹˫交ɦɻϒĲФֽѢˤŹ]+Tҧ
ġ
˫交Ǘ֡Χøś̋_产̚,BaÚͅśŔІ:ZŞ׶˹̭̉(1835-1868)Ź
ӁŴ&Ćת˺仍͘³źĊ,ВΧ《=ҧġśf伊ФВʉ,依佳ɦɻФԏį;Ş
׶˹ʪgŸ֠̎˹Ȓ万《̭信(1868-1880),ˋՃٳ͘ǯ05ţ《ɦɻãͷɅʉ
ӥȏФ˫交ЌՒ,ǧաȒ±ѯ《͔ҌҮ×ФҌßˣق(ăʵ˱ł±ѯ《͔Ҍ
Ү
ȳѯĭ׷ШҁҌ
ː٨˫Ȕӌ$͒Í
ˣقȠҕè/èȭ̕ҕ
èѺ)Ф׷ơ位Ѐ,ŹͶ؝ͽ˸ǐŨś֡ԣӥȏФ˫交ɦɻ;Ş׶˹ğg万《
ӌņ,ψ《ͯΦ؆Ϣӥʊţ《ɦɻȡŹȰќɕó《Ɗ¼ţ《Tʔsʞ上՗,g
ӁŴ˫交!ŖȡZDӁŴ¯Ŵ˫交ƻŖqФЯµDö,VׅͷǐŨA]Ф
˫交ҁЌ 似Ѣ˫《ɦɻ,̡ù]Źɦɻ Ǘ֡˻فʉ/ӁŴɃ̋Ф˫交ِǩ
Ӈ	 
 ҨգתÚÚͅŞ׶˹ǧӁŴ˫交ġ⑦׷ԶГ,ǫ]ǔ|/ӁŴ˫交ɦɻ
ФȴʭӇ
±´˫交ِƉФِǩӇ,ȡ侧ֽÚͅŞ׶˹˫交ɦɻ Ǘ֡ΧøϹ
ɋī产̽̚ˊ΋ǩӧŞ׶˹˫交ɦɻ Ǘ֡Фġ⑦ɈşòהτζטФĦŮ	 
 Ş׶˹/|̄ĕ《Ȥ՗Ī“FǗ֡Ф˫交Ǟ,与Ѩ]Ф˫交Ǘ֡śɦ
ɻ,ٜª⑤a依佳śʠˑŞ׶˹˫交ɦɻФϒĲֽѢīŁ؝ͽϹɋ,/ЌՂŞ׶
˹˫交ɦɻː+京Ҭσ̛Фġ⑦Úͅ	¸ͬ,̡׷ԶФϡ̓Ş׶˹/
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ӁŴ؊׺̋_Ф_ԨTϷ,与Ѩ]Ф˫交ɦɻśǗ֡⑤ațùʊc©Ǘś-ǣ
ӁŴ˫交ɦɻФįǽ⑦,/ǫ̽ο®与ѨФȴǽςпõА	ÀӇ,׻ФعԶ̓
ƝŴ˫交ɦɻ与Ѩ̥οǺФø̴,Ş׶˹ŹɧיįǽÉѬ׷ВФӁŴ؊׺̋_
Ƃʹ/A˲ąФ˫交f伊,ǧІW˫交,ɧôׁåФ˫交ɗɣƦ/
ћ众促	 
2Ēõ)ƾȱ·Ş׶˹; ˫交ɦɻ; ˫交Ǘ֡ 
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Abstract
 William Torrey Harris was an outstanding American philosopher, educational 
ideologist and politician during the Gilded Age. Harris was one of the 
representatives of the American Hegelian philosophy, also known as the American 
"preacher" of the Hegelian philosophy. Harris formed his theory on the basis of 
Hegelian philosophy that supported him through every step of this path. As an 
“energetic and pragmatic education manager”, Harris had bet a lifetime of effort in 
the construction of public education for the modern United States, which 
established an important standard of education administration. 
 This thesis exhibits the panorama of Harris’s ideas objectively and vividly 
through the analysis of his practical activities and idea system. 
 The first three chapters use historical analysis methods to present the formation 
and evolution of educational ideas through his personal experience and background. 
The thesis traces the making of Harris’ early life (1835-1868) in the New England 
area. Penetrating the educational theory of Harris through his term of 
Superintendent of St. Louis Public School System (1868-1880), during this time 
Harris exposed  Hegelian philosophy which lately become the foundation of his 
educational theory and reformations on the city's public school, including the 
integration of the public school system, the establishment of “dual regulatory 
system”, improvement of teachers' professional standards, reformation "Grade 
system" to "System promotion system", etc. During this phase, Harris continued to 
improve and practice his own education ideas, all his act can give us an inside 
looking of deep thoughts of Harris. In the next phase, Harris made a significant 
contribution to the development of his philosophy by taking study tour to Europe 
and the rise of philosophy talents by setting up The Concord Summer School of 
Philosophy, then he took the job as the U.S. Commissioner of Education during 
1889 to 1906 and participates in lots of activities of NEA which gives us an outline 
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IV 
of his basic position and the main feature of his educational ideas and also gives 
him the opportunity to improve his educational theory. All his acts and theories let 
Harris became the leader of American Education. 
 The bibliography will analyze the educational influence of Harris on the United 
States. He is a pioneer educational thinker and leader in the field of public 
education. Then we will analyse the points of Harris thoughts and activities on 
school education which will lead us to the reality of gradually fading influence of 
Harris. 
 The main contributions of this thesis made are as follows: Firstly, as a broadly 
knowledgeable and practical educator, the cause and effect of Harris’ educational 
theory and the different stages of its evolution with different characteristics were 
grasped through analysis in details of his life and career under macro background, 
which can as well provide a framework for historic analysis that do help to 
understand Harris’ ideas. Secondly and more importantly, Harris is a representative 
educator of the Gilded Age, studying of his educational ideas and practices can help 
us to enrich the history of American education thought, which do help with the 
future in-depth study. Furthermore, one of the deepest motivations is to make the 
past to serve our present-day. Harris insisted to give children the “Education for 
Culture” during the rapid development of American Gilded Age, which is a 
wake-up call for present profit-oriented education. 
 
Key Words: William Torrey Harris; Education Ideas; Education Practices 
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1 
ÎÍmî
 “/A©ÚЌՂ͍ћΧВВІոФįǽ,/Aզ̍ׄћІոŹ¸ġ⑦ФŁ+
íņЅӳʑŔІ×ФńɅȸ,ʊcٜªعԶФ,̓˒ĨŹǌ˱+ϒֽׅ
ѢФϋƧ,פ+ãВФԏӹ̓ƴҠʉФ……”ӁŴ˫交ɦɻśèȭׁ̓І_
a̽,Ǵ¸̓EʌņŁŴCЯ《=ȡȹׅФ˫交ͩ͂,ǌФɅʉ̓̬Ɯ6
信ǐʉФ,¸,̃˰Ф˫交ɦɻǞśҁЌӇ/6^×΃ВɗԢ,ġҧΝʣ֖m	
/与Ѩś͵伍ӁŴ˫交ɦɻśèȭ,Ιеġ⑦Ф京Ҭň依ύ,ҢѨ¸,Фԏø
ĲѴ
̠ʣіƨ	 
ÎåĉĚÀÙþ
 伊ǥ˫交⑦Ф与Ѩʉ͈,ʊcqįІՑƞ《ӇŮ/JƝתŮҍ,ǫ与ѨФ
伍Ҟش,ç͍互ϹǔФġ⑦TϷ	ׄJġ⑦TϷɃϨ̓ؿȜ׷ԶФ,{ıͶ
Ɉş,《ӇcɎǟ̎ɡ伍①ƝJ˫交ɦɻǞ	]cń͕̓ġ⑦6֩ɐɐňí
ФˍøӇ,]cɦɻśǗ֡Ф׷ԶɨIF]T,ĝŮ/ћћĦŮ,值Ǯ̧T
ο®Ф与Ѩ,̥ҤԮρΕŹġ⑦ФǱƆ,	 
Ş׶˹ǵ͕̓ׄ+˫交Ǟ	  
 ƾȱ·ʗ׶·Ş׶˹(William Torrey Harris,1835-1909)̓ 19 #书ӁŴٞŅФ
˫交ɦɻǞ
˥ΘǞśţ《Ǟ	Ş׶˹΃ВӧòF±´˫交 Ȋ$ą丝qФԡ
ł,̣×gŸ֠̎˹Ȓ±ѯ《͔万《(1868-1880)	1889 ȠԮɃ̋ФӁŴɪҮ̱
̀̍·Ş׶ͤ(Benjamin Harrison)gŚ/Ӎץ˫交!Ŗ,ȡЮȊç 1906 Ƞ	
Ş׶˹̓ӁŴٳ͘ǯ05ӇФ_ԨTϷ6,ŹŞ׶˹ФВ,,“]Фٳ͘ǯ
ȸФǧ˫交ФϦϭ,ˡʹе]ֽ̼֔ׄמ֠Ф΀ͷ”		亲ơ̑ŹӁŴ˫交⑦
?,ǫŞ׶˹ˏ׊/“ӁŴĔĆʌCņ×ІФ|¹̧+TϾϹٗ״Ф˫交
ɦɻǞ”	 Ͷń̋,]/ȳѯӁŴ˫交ҁЌِǩ˻ف×ФĒ֘A位Ѐ
	ӁŴ
                                                   
 [Λ]ϭȾ¦·δǯȞ,̷Ȱ՚.˫交ɦɻФϒׅ[M].β:βTΆ×ϱ丝,2003,22-23. 
	 [Ӂ]ýu˹•修Ў•¬ظ̍,ē,ɸ,̖ٝ˳՚.《͔ФĲق[M].άĔ:Ȁ&˫交×ϱ丝,2009,22. 

 亲ơ̑.ӁŴ˫交⑦[M].ĆQ:TΆ˫交×ϱ丝,1994.507-508. 
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Ф《ӇǧŞ׶˹Ф伦fԴʛ̡õЮˋ ,ӁŴ˫交⑦《Ǟýu˹ ·¬ظ̍
(Lawrence Cremin)Չ/,Ş׶˹̓“̉F̺ƾФ
ӁŴ̥̉Ф”˫交ţ《Ǟ,]Ź
Ÿ֠̎˹ȒФˣق̓Ƀ̋±ѯ《͔׀ø,Ф互u6Å	 
 ]Ф˫交ɦɻ_ԨA“؊׺̋_”ӁŴ˫交҉ё	,]џ̓įǽśǐŨ±ѯ《
͔Ҍ,ːįǽЌɨФT˲05似Ѣ	 ŹŞ׶˹ِǩȳѯФ“؊׺̋_“Ӂ
Ŵ±ѯ《͔Ź余ʫ˹·̢(Horace Mann)
 Oå·ȑҙɕ(Henry Barnard)ѺíTФ
Ƌс/І_ӁŴ±´˫交ҌãՓͩ͂	 Ź]Фˍø,ׄ̭̋±ѯ《͔
Ф似Ѣīèȭ Ͷí±ѯ《͔׀ø̭̋ī6ņФׅͷ05˫交̭̋Я΂,ń͕
ǣ̧ΧòśÁا҉ё
	  
 ԑٍ (W. S. Sutton)Źƾȱ ·ʗ׶ ·Ş׶˹ǧӁŴ˫交įǽФ位Ѐ
(Contributions of William Torrey Harris to the Development of Education in 
America),Չ/Ş׶˹ǧӁŴ˫交Ф位ЀӦǮІŹ+˻ف:  
 ˻ف,Ş׶˹̓|̓¸׷ԶĪĕ《Ȥ՗Ф˫交ţ《Ǟ,/ӁŴٳ͘ǯ
05ţ《Ф0Զ_ԨTϷ,]ǫӥȏŹţ《ِƉФ与Ѩʉ͈ԡ®]Ф˫交ɦɻ
,,ɅʉϾ¹ӁŴϹӯ +TϾϹٗ͘Ф˫交ţ《;①˻ف,Ş׶˹̓|ƞ
NФ˫交ɦɻǞ,Ź#̭信´ÂA 60 ̱?śУƞ҃Ւ˲,ơ׹Ф˫交代ś
ϒ伟Vؗ׊AӥȏФЌɠ,̡̓Ź͍ћѢȭĮȩAӁŴɃ̋Ф˫交؏ٔ;̥
ņ˻ف,Ş׶˹V̓|˫交ɦɻǞ,<̓|˫交ԣ˥ҁЌTŖ,]ǫӥ
ȏФ˫交Ќɠԡ®˫交Ǘ֡,,ȡùӥȏŹ˫交ҁЌЙФź|śɈşò,ǫ¸
ǧӁŴ±´˫交ФˣقɈşהτʙǽӦ¯Ŵ)	  
 Ş׶˹/|٨NФǞ,̱T代׊倡-,ƴƋс˫交(Elementary 
Education)
˫交ţ《(The Philosophy of Education)
《͔,Фמɕ(Morality 
in the Schools)Ѻ;①Ɲ,Ş׶˹ʪgŸ֠̎˹Ȓ±ѯ《͔万《̭信,׈ҲČEȠ
ĩ 了ÂȡįԨAŸ֠̎˹Ȓ±ѯ《͔ʦŕ(Annual Report of the Board of 
St. Louis Public Schools);׃̧Ş׶˹ĩ ǐʉФ 1895 ȠČHTƻŖqʦŕ
                                                   
 [Ӂ]ýu˹•修Ў•¬ظ̍,ē,ɸ,̖ٝ˳՚.《͔ФĲق[M].άĔ:Ȁ&˫交×ϱ丝,2009,22. 
	 [Ӂ]R.ΝϹ.ӁŴ˫交佩þ[M].ҝҔ:1957,276. 

  Ѓʃ˩ , Ƚ˳佐 . Ÿ֠̎˹Ȓ±ѯ《͔Ĳق :1865-1885 Ƞ [J]. ΖĆȔӿơ《《ʦ ( ˫交ќ《
ϱ),2014,01:54-62. 
  Lyons, Richard G. Freedom, Property, and the Nature of Schooling: The Theory of William T. 
Harris[J].Journal of Thought; Summer 1994;29,2; 7. 
) W. S. Sutton. Contributions of William Torrey Harris to the Development of Education in America. 
Educational Review 39(1910), p. 302. 
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义ѱ ǩՄ 
3 
(Report of the committee of fifteen in elementary education with the reports of the 
sub-committees),¸,Ƌс˫交似ѢתÚƋ̱̓Ş׶˹ǧӥȏ˫交ɦɻФؗ
׊	ئA_ԨɃ̋ӁŴ˫交҉ёФ׷Զ代׊,Ş׶˹Ф˫交Ǘ̡֡̓ƎךAɃ
_ӁŴ±´˫交Ҍ,]̓|̄،FɦɻĪǗ֡ҧ٣-ǣФɦɻǞ	 
 ΅̃Н؏,Ş׶˹̥אǕ/ 19 #书ņḓ̌ç 20 #书ã,ӁŴ˫交ɦɻį
ǽś˫交ˣقФºƄTϷ̽伊ǥ与Ѩ	  
Îå\7bÅÊ¾ºV“ó
 ҧֽ͐ؕՒīŞ׶˹Ф˲Ѐ֊˵,ʊcqįІ,仰ϨŞ׶˹̓ӁŴ±´˫交
įǽ⑦|ؿȜ׷ԶФTϷ,{̓!保与ѨŞ׶˹Ф,˲˲ЀɎǮ	•íˋ
ՃçФ,˲˲Ѐ΂֭طˮ,ɃϨ<̧J΂֭׷ԶФ˲Ѐ,΂ƴզőȸٓӅȔФ
ƝŴ˫交ɦɻ侧⑦ś亲ơ̑ӅȔФӁŴ˫交⑦	{̓,׻Fׄ(̱?״
ГǑơФ侧⑦ȸĳ׊˻ȸ,?,Ф¾ǟVVǹؤFǧŞ׶˹˫交ɦɻXҦɨւ
Ф与Ѩ	①Ɲ,Ŵ¾J《ӇФ՚代,ηīçŞ׶˹˫交ɦɻФתÚ¾ǟ,20
#书ӁŴ˫交,Фţ《ÉѬXҦAŞ׶˹ФT˲05似Ѣɦɻ	Ź CNKI,
˓ҎЯµՒ˲ ,VįІ(҃Яµȭ֭٨Ф˲ѱ :Ÿ֠̎˹Ȓ±ѯ《͔Ĳ
ق:1865-1885 Ƞ	ǧŞ׶˹Ф±´˫交Ǘ֡ΧøׅԣA与Ѩ,ӁŴ±´《͔
Ф“ɼ՗ɅɣÉѬ”
ǫŞ׶˹ˤŹӁŴ±´《͔Ф“ɼ՗ɅɣÉѬ”,,ʠŞ׶
˹ɃsҮT˲05Ф_ԨTϷ̽与Ѩ,ðФ与Ѩ׬②̓ǫŞ׶˹/¸与
ѨФЯµ¾ǟ̽XҦ	 
ǸҁŴ¾Ф,˲˲ЀЯǧ֭Ǯ,{׃̓/̱与ѨːA˲Ѐś与ѨɦɻФ
ĩӆf	  
 ׻F•íŞ׶˹与ѨФ,˲˲ЀɪӈՄ΂֭Ǯ,ŹІ؝ͽФ与Ѩ,,仍˲
֊˵ʉ/0ԶФ˲Ѐ̽ϋ	ǧŴƝ《̲Ւ˲ś代Ф˓Ҏ0Զش,ŹaÑ+
˰（Ȩ :Google Scholar(շͳ《̲ ) 
World Cat.(#Йŵ?˰（Ȩ ) 
Open 
Library(±ȴŵ?ٛ˰（Ȩ)
JOSTOR(Ե˲ֽÜ¯˲Ȩ)
ProQuest(Ŵؠ《|Ւ
                                                   
 CNKI ʺФ̓,Ŵ《̲̭ÜҺҬ×ϱɪȨ
,Ŵĕƕ《|Ւ˲¯˲˰（Ȩī,Ŵp丧тƕ《|Ւ˲¯
˲˰（Ȩ. 
	  Ѓʃ˩ , Ƚ˳佐 . Ÿ֠̎˹Ȓ±ѯ《͔Ĳق :1865-1885 Ƞ [J]. ΖĆȔӿơ《《ʦ ( ˫交ќ《
ϱ),2014,01:54-62. 

 آؼԀ.ӁŴ±´《͔Ф“ɼ՗ɅɣÉѬ”[J].˫交《ʦ,2011,02:115. 
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ƾȱʗ׶Ş׶˹˫交ɦɻśǗ֡Χø与Ѩ 
4 
˲˰（Ȩ)Ѻ	Ů/Ş׶˹̓|٨NФ˫交ɦɻǞśɈşòȌơФ˫交˥Θ
Ǟ,Ւ̓]̱TФ代׊,׃̓¸]《Ӈǧ]Ф与Ѩ,Яµ˲ЀؿȜƞ	ǧׄJ˲
ЀׅԣãͷÚ͡ͅЌņ,ïئˆ¸,ҔÚ6E ̱与ѨЯµȭ٨Ф˲Ѐ,ƴ
˺ؒʦמѺ,КҔÚ6Ф《̲˲ѱǧ̱与Ѩțù֭ơ	•í仍˲˲Ѐِ
ƉؿȜƞФŞ׶˹˫交ɦɻФ与Ѩʉ͈,/̱与Ѩː˲Ѐĩӆ6Ɲ,ơ׹Ф

ƞ休ȭФ与Ѩʉ͈<信ˋźզ̍Ş׶˹˫交ɦɻФ׷Զɨ̉ȐԮŴƝ《Ӈʑ
Չ՗	 
 ǧŞ׶˹˫交ɦɻ与ѨФ˲ЀׅԣÚͅ,0ԶÚ/aÑ+תÚ: 
 义,Ş׶˹̱T代׊	͢ҎçŞ׶˹̱T《̲代
įԨФՒ˲
ϒ伟ՎɄ
ī]ŹŸ֠̎˹Ȓ̭信±´˫交ʦŕ´ 34 ҃,ăʵŞ׶˹̱T_ԨƋс˫
交(Elementary Education)
˫交ţ《(The Philosophy of Education)Ѻ,aī
Ş׶˹ĩ ǐʉФ 1895 ȠČHTƻŖqʦŕ(Report of the committee of 
fifteen in elementary education with the reports of the sub-committees)	 
 义E,《ӇǧŞ׶˹˫交ɦɻФµΟś与Ѩ	 ăʵŞ׶˹Ф˫交ɦɻ̽ϋ

 ˫交ţ《Ќɠ——ٳ͘ǯ05˫交ţ《aī±´˫交ЌՒ,¸,《ӇǧŞ׶
˹±´˫交ЌՒ伊ϡФ与ѨΟɼçaÑ+˻ف:±ѯ《͔Ф伊ϡ
 ˫交ҁЌ
ЌՒ
 Úќ似ѢҌФՓ于
 ?̱˫《Λ
 ˫ȔФƊ¼
 《͔书ɏśמɕ˫
交Ѻ; 
 义,《ӇǧŞ׶˹Ē֘ФҁЌ享òśʉôФ˫交ҁЌǗ֡Ф与Ѩ	ăʵŞ
׶˹ŹŸ֠̎˹ȒʪgաȒ±ѯ《͔万《(Superintendent, 1868-1880)aīņ̽
ıӎʉ/Ş׶ͤɪҮٲФӁŴӍץ˫交!Ŗ (U. S. Commissioner of 
Education, 1889-1906)(+ń̋信ͽФ˫交Ǘ֡Χø,•íФʉ͈0Զش,Ź
ǧŞ׶˹ŹŸ֠̎˹Ȓgӌ̭信/Ф与Ѩ	 

kWďÀĜ¥o9:Y·Ćè¸·
 Ş׶˹/ 19#书ٳ͘ǯ《ΨŹӁŴФФүʞT,]ţ《˻فФȳ͓,Ź̧
Ф《Ӈв̽,БӦԶ٨F]ǧӁŴ˫交Ф位Ѐ	Ş׶˹/ӁŴTÂAXҦɨւ
Фٳ͘ǯţ《ơҘ(Philosophy in Outline)	̣ŹŸ֠̎˹Ȓ ¸]T֖Ҡ
ңţ《与Ѩq,F 1867 ȠâóAţ《ɦ̵ֶɛ(Journal of Speculative 
Philosophy),ա̵ɛԮՉ/̓ӁŴġ⑦义̱ӧòFҗ乘ţ《与ѨФ̵ɛ	і
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